Success Story

Developing a voice-first super application
for a US-based AI technology company

Client:
US-based IT Firm
Industry:
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US
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Software Product Engineering
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About the Client
The client is a Los Angeles, US-based technology

The company also produces wearable devices that can

company with expertise in developing AI-based voice

be operated with AI-powered voice commands. They

assistants. It is one of the most promising AI-powered

specialize in providing businesses the tools to develop

startups, founded by a renowned American record

platform-agnostic conversational experiences that

producer who was behind some US chart-topping pop

mimic human speech.

music albums.

Key Facts
50%

2x

30%

software component
reusability

faster time-to-market

cost optimization for
future releases

Services Used
Software Engineering

Technology Stack

“We have been working with Daffodil Software for last 1 year and we are really pleased with the contributions and efforts of
Daffodil to the project. Their contribution has been phenomenal and they have worked very hard, intelligently, and diligently
to help us achieve our goals. We are looking forward to working with you guys in a long-term collaboration. Thank you for
being such great partners.”

Co-founder & CTO

The Situation
Super apps are all the rage these days. A super app is

Some performance and UI/UX improvements that

a platform that brings together multiple services under

needed to be done in the existing sub-apps.

one umbrella. The supported apps within the super
app can be referred to as ‘sub-apps’.

Integrate AI voice querying so that the above subapps could be operated using a varied set of voice

The technology firm that sought Daffodil Software’s

commands.

assistance had an AI-powered super app that offers
services in varied domains including hospitality,

The existing weather sub-app had a dated look and

retail,

telecom, travel, finance, automotive, etc. By

feel and performance issues. It needed to undergo

using Natural Language Processing (NLP) as the core

some major UI/UX updates and performance

technology, conversational solutions for businesses

enhancement.

and consumers are created in different domains.
There was a need to create visually appealing,
To extend the services of this super app, they wanted

reusable and interactive widgets for common use

to introduce a new sub-app, called the restaurant app.

among the sub-apps.

This voice-enabled restaurant app was expected to
allow consumers to search for nearby restaurants and
make table reservations. In addition to this, the app
should provide users with weather updates so that
they can change their plans/preferences accordingly.
Some of the key requirements were as follows:

The Solution
The key objective of the Daffodil team was to develop

The sub-apps were built over the Flutter UI framework

sub-apps that would enhance the end-user experience

with the Dart programming language for platform-

in all ways possible. The entire code repository was

agnosticity. Flutter was also chosen for the creation of

audited to understand the factors influencing the

reusable widgets for common use among all sub-apps

performance of the super app. Sufficient R&D was

to ensure consistency across the super app.

carried out to come up with the most interactive
UI solutions which were up to the latest global UX
standards.

Developing the Restaurant Sub-app

The Weather sub-app was linked to the Restaurant
sub-app, providing users with live updates about

Our team built the restaurant sub-app from the

the weather around the restaurant that they are

ground up by creating a mechanism for aggregating

planning to visit.

restaurant-specific data using Python-based web
scraping. This helped automate the repetitive parts of

Additionally, the team found and resolved about

searching for a restaurant online, speeding up the data

90% of security vulnerabilities in the Weather sub-

collection process by writing the code for it only once.

app.

Node APIs were used to serve the restaurant data
to the frontend on Flutter. The following capabilities
were built into this sub-app:

The AI Voice Assistant
AI-enabled Automated Speech Recognition (ASR)

It suggests restaurants in the order of proximity to

was integrated into both the sub-apps for retrieving

the user’s location.

weather and restaurant-related information. Our
developers made the AI voice assistant highly

It lets users mark restaurants as favorites and get

conversational in nature with a rich set of voice

future recommendations accordingly.

queries. The wide variety of voice commands included
around 50 voice queries with over 250 variations.

The AI voice assistant asks questions like where the

The frontend was connected to Google speech2text

user wants to go and what cuisine they prefer to

modules. Machine Learning (ML) based intention

bring up restaurant listings.

detection and Natural Language Processing ensured
that accents, emphasis, and inflections in the user’s

The AI also lets users make reservations directly

speech could be understood by the AI.

from the sub-app.
The perceived intelligence of the AI could increase
Over several interactions with the user, the AI

after every interaction with a user and the relevance

learns the user’s preferences with respect to

of information will increase each time. The AI will ask

location, cuisine, and meal timings to make better

appropriate questions like where the user would like

recommendations.

to go, what type of cuisine they’d like, and help make
reservations directly at the restaurant of their choice,

Transforming the Weather Sub-App
This existing sub-app was analyzed using heatmaps
and our team found that its UI was cluttered,
unappealing and unresponsive. The sub-app was not
easy to navigate and had performance issues. The
team resolved these issues in the following ways:

while at the same time learning the user’s preferences
for making recommendations in the future.

Database And Reusable Widgets
All the app processes take place on a lightweight and
fast database, HiveDB, ensuring a short response
time in accumulating restaurant and weather search

Several fixes were rolled out for rendering issues

results. Daffodil built custom algorithms to handle

and the design was stabilized. The UI was sharpened

mapping issues between the varied Restaurant APIs.

and brought up to UX industry standards. Better

Several reusable UI widgets were also created in

animations and motion to UI elements were added

Flutter for common use among all the sub-apps, in

to enhance the interactivity of the sub-app.

addition to the Restaurant and Weather ones. This
would ensure consistency throughout the super app.

An AI voice assistant was built into this sub-app,
allowing users to ask a series of questions about
the weather and get instant results.

The Impact
Daffodil’s team delivered the weather and restaurant

Infrastructure downtime in the super app has been

sub-apps that will ensure an increase in user

reduced by over 50% and widget reusability has

engagement and app store downloads for the super

ensured uniformity across the super app. The team

app itself because of their updated look and feel and

plans to automate API version upgradation in the

optimized performance. The integration of AI voice

future. Additionally, OpenVPN would be set up for

assistants enhances the user-friendliness of these

user creation and management to save time. There

sub-apps even more. The AI also learns custom user

are also plans to shift the database to ObjectBox, an

preferences for better restaurant recommendations

edge database for both hybrid and native platforms.

and these recommendations become more tailored
over time.
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At the core of Daffodil lies a culture rooted in innovation,
learning and a result-oriented mindset.

Technology Partnerships & Certifications

been lauded by our clients as well as the tech community
worldwide.
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